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is a Unified Digital Risk Management Solution which explores the weakest link in enterprise security and identifies critical issues that lead to significant information, reputation and monetary losses. Secure Auditor is a comprehensive tool which is capable of enumeration, compliance, auditing and forensics of different databases and Windows operating systems from single console. With thousands of Vulnerabilities in its database and above 45 embedded functional utilities, Secure Auditor completely identifies security risks, prioritizes them according to their severity and suggests methods of mitigation.

Centralized Control
No Hidden Cost
Customized Policies
Regulatory Compliance
Digital Risk Prioritization
Highest Return on Investment
Comparative Reports
Cost-effective
User Friendly Interface
Log & Inventory Management
45 Embedded Functional Utilities
Knowledge Transfer
Exact Vulnerability Specification
Solutions for Mitigation

Digital Risk Management

becomes critical with increased number of identified security threats and brings an organization in a situation where besides money, “Trust” and “Corporate Secrets” are at stake. Secure Auditor proves to be the best choice for an organization which is facing challenges like Auditing, Asset Identification & Management, Event Log Auditing, Vulnerability Assessment and Database Security Issues etc. Secure Auditor identifies exact instance and specification of threats, instead of guessing. It also facilitates the management in decision making and implementing control processes.
Functionality and Features:

Secure Auditor is also capable to perform Password Auditing with the help of various attacks like Dictionary, Brute Force and Word Combination. It also checks roles, privileges and facilitates Event Log Management up to the extend of Fine Grained Auditing. Windows Asset Hardware and Software inventory are also important components of Secure Auditor’s functionality. Secure Auditor makes Cisco Router and Switches configuration management easier than ever. Access Rights and PCI Auditing is also addressed with the help of Secure Auditor dynamic software suite.

Audit Methodology

1. **Identify Information Asset**
Secure Auditor conducts discovery of the entire network and identifies Information Assets.

2. **Create Auditing Profile**
Secure Auditor offers the opportunity to create Audit Profiles according to organizational policies or use predefined embedded standards like CIS, ISACA, PCI-DSS, SANS and SOX.

3. **Conduct Audit**
Secure Auditor conducts audit of single or multiple machines within minutes.

4. **Review Report**
Secure Auditor provides exact Vulnerability Specification; Risk Level Identification and prioritization.

5. **Analyze Risk and Mitigate**
Secure Auditor also analyzes identified risks and suggests method of mitigation to enhance overall security of an organization.
Scheduler:
Secure Auditor possesses capability to schedule an audit on single or multiple machines. It conducts automated audits on the prescribed date and time without requiring human assistance.

Online Updates:
Continuous Research and Regular Updates are frequent with Secure Auditor. User can download updates automatically from internet.

Platforms Supported:
Secure Auditor stands out in Digital Risk Management of Cisco Firewall, Router and Switches, Microsoft SQL Database, Oracle Database and Windows Operating Systems. It captures all possible vulnerabilities which can cause harm to organizations.

Architecture & Design:
Secure Auditor’s functionality and architecture comprises of four major areas namely Vulnerability Assessment, Regulatory Compliance Auditing, Risk Management and Forensics.

Vulnerability Management:
Vulnerability Assessment and Management is the base of Information Security Auditing and Secure Auditor performs this task with perfection. It elucidates the vulnerability details with their solutions in eas-to-understand and user-friendly operations. Secure Auditor also provides authentic references and details about each identified vulnerability.

Compliance Management:
Secure Auditor offers compliance with Industry standards, including Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), PCI Data Security Standards (PCI DSS), Gramm-Leach Bliley Act (GLBA), Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA), Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) etc.

Risk Assessment:
Secure Auditor is not only a reliable source to identify security threats instead it’s dynamic functionality makes it possible to assess associated risks and prioritize them according to their severity and impact on the digital security health of an organization. Risk Assessment is followed by detailed solutions for mitigation of identified threats which enhances Secure Auditor’s effectiveness for an organization by many folds.
Forensics:
Secure Auditor’s architecture makes it effective for proactive as well as reactive security measures. It is equally effective for forensic purposes like tracing route of an intrusion attempt or viewing event logs etc.

Reports:
Secure Auditor rescues management and technical personnel from evaluating and analyzing auditing, risk and compliance results with the functionality of embedded Report Engine which is capable of generating many reports within minutes. It also facilitates comparative and competency analyses with graphical and user friendly presentation of overall digital security health of an organization. Reports are easily archived and exported to other desired formats like PDF, Excel, Microsoft Word and Rich Text Format. Secure Auditor predefines reports with options for customization, makes it easier to increase efficiency and effectiveness of security measures and serves as a KPI for security performance evaluation.

About Secure Bytes:
Secure Bytes prime concern is to provide comprehensive, integrated, productive and result oriented security solutions to its clientele and minimize their security risks. Our commitment to quality, productivity and technology distinguishes us from the rest. We commit highest return on investment and consider continuous research and development as building blocks of our existence. We retain our distinctive identity because.
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